Abstract. In this note we prove that if G is PF-group of finite exponent, then the exponent of the second homology group H 2 (G, M ) divides the exponent of G for every profinite trivial [[ẐG]]-module M . We introduce the notion of the exponential rank of a pro-p group, and find a bound for the exponential rank of a PF-group.
A word about the notations. If G is a pro-p group, then all the subgroups will be considered in a topological sense, i.e., as topological closures of corresponding abstract subgroups. For other unexplained notations we refer to the book of Ribes and Zaleskii [14] , and [4] .
Central extensions of PF-groups and homology
Let G be a pro-p group. Following [4] , we say that a descending chain (N i ) i∈N of closed subgroups of G is a potent filtration of G if its intersection ∩ i∈N N i is trivial, and [N i , G] ≤ N i+1 and [N i , p−1 G] ≤ N p i+1 for all i ∈ N. A subgroup N of G is said to be PF-embedded in G if there is a potent filtration of G starting at N . We also say that G is a PF-group if it is PF-embedded in itself. The notion of PF-groups is a generalization of that of potent pro-p groups [6] , and powerful pro-p groups [10] .
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a PF pro-p group and let H be a pro-p group with
Before proving this theorem, we mention the following two auxiliary results proved in [4] .
Lemma 2.2 ([4]
). Let G be a pro-p group and let M and N be closed normal subgroups of G. Then
for all nonnegative integers k.
Lemma 2.3 ([4]
). Let G be a pro-p group, and N a PF-embedded subgroup of G. Then we have the following:
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let G, H, and Z be as above. Let U be the collection of all open normal subgroups of H. Let U ∈ U. Then ZU/U is a central subgroup of H/U , and (H/U )/(ZU/U ) ∼ = H/ZU is a PF pro-p group. If we prove that the conclusion of the theorem holds true for all H/U , where 
) i∈N is a potent filtration for H. The only nontrivial thing to be verified is that
p j for all positive integers i and j.
We prove this by induction on j. The above argument implies that [M
p r for all positive integers i and r < j, where j > 1. We have
To prove the reverse inclu- 
Thus can apply the induction assumption on j to conclude that [H,
H]. By Lemma 2.3 we have that the equality (N
This concludes the proof.
The above result has the following consequence for the homology of PF-groups.
Corollary 2.4. Let G be a PF pro-p group of finite exponent and let M be a profinite trivial
Proof. First assume that G is finite. Applying Theorem 2.1 to a covering group of G, we get that exp H 2 (G, Z) divides exp G. Let M be a trivial ZG-module. Then the Universal Coefficient Theorem implies that 
hence the result follows from the above conclusion.
Corollary 2.4 also holds for potent pro-p groups, i.e, pro-p groups satisfying [6] . For, it is straightforward to see that every potent pro-p group is a PF-group. Another related class of groups was considered by Ellis [3] . He introduced the class C p consisting of finite p-groups G satisfying [G
e . Ellis proved that if G is a finite p-group belonging to C p , then exp H 2 (G, Z) divides exp G. Extending this notion, we defineĈ p to be the class of all pro-p groups G satisfying [G
It is now clear that if p > 3, then everyĈ p -group is potent. Thus Corollary 2.4 also applies to pro-p groups belonging toĈ p , where p > 3.
Exponential rank
Let n be an integer. A group G is said to be n-abelian if it satisfies the law (xy) n = x n y n . The study of n-abelian groups was initiated by Levi in [9] . Alperin [1] showed that if G is n-abelian for some n = 0, 1, then both exp G/Z(G) and exp γ 2 (G) divide n(n−1). Kappe [7] considered the sets E(G) = {n ∈ Z | G is n-abelian}. She found arithmetic characterizations of these sets. In the case of finite p-groups these were further refined in [13] .
Let G be a pro-p group and suppose that exp G/Z(G) = p e . Then G/Z(G) is locally finite by a result of Zelmanov [15] . Using a result of Mann [12] , we conclude that exp G is (p, e)-bounded (Mann's result holds true for abstract groups, but can be extended to the topological setting, since taking powers is continuous). It follows that there exists n = n(p, e) > 1 such that G is n-abelian. Adapting the argument from [13] , we have that there exists a nonnegative integer r such that E(G) = p e+r Z ∪ (p e+r Z + 1). As in [13] we say that r is the exponential rank of G, and we write r = exprank(G). Our first result shows that there is a relationship between exprank(G) and the exponential rank of finite quotients of G. Proof. Let r = exprank(G) and let Q be any finite quotient of G. Let exp Q/Z(Q) = p f and exprank Q = t. Then f ≤ e. As G is p e+r -abelian, so is Q. This implies that t ≤ r + e − f , therefore s < ∞. To prove the second part, note that, by definition, Q is p f +t -abelian, hence it is also p e+s -abelian. Since this is true for any finite quotient of G, it follows that G is p e+s -abelian. From here we conclude that r ≤ s, as required.
The next lemma is an elementary consequence of Hall's collection process. Lemma 3.2. Let G be a group and let x, y ∈ G. Then (xy)
for all nonnegative integers k. Theorem 3.3. Let G be a center-by-finite-exponent PF pro-p group. Then its exponential rank is at most 1.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 we may assume that G is a finite PF p-group. Let exp G/Z(G) = p e . Lemma 2.3 implies that exp γ 2 (G) = p e . Let G = N 1 ≥ · · · ≥ N k = 1 be a potent filtration for G. By induction on i we can prove that γ i(p−1)+1 (G) ≤ N 
